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This essay and the exhibition it accompanies, explore garments as emotional objects: as containers of feeling. The material culture of emotion is
well documented—from happy objects (c.f. Ahmed
2010) to moment mori, objects of loss absence and
grief (c.f. Stallybrass and jones 2001)—Though emotions are immaterial and transitory they are often
transposed onto things. Garments in particular are
emotional objects: sites where multiple feelings are
produced, performed and contained. Though the capacity to contain and induce emotion is a common
to all material things, those we associate with garments are often particularly potent. The reasons
for this potency are multiple: clothes are central to
identity performance: objects through which rights
of passage and changes of status are negotiated
and enforced. Equally our tactile relationship with
clothes —the embodied experience of wearing,—
lends them a particular intimacy. Clothing touches
and holds us, containing our bodies and recording
our gestures and interactions with the world. As
clothes as are worn they become records of the actions and bodies which resided within them. This
entanglement—the transposition of thing into per-

son and person into thing which take place through
wearing —is evident both in one’s own clothes and
the clothes of others: —clothes which are no longer worn. So that the imitate and over-significated
nature of the things we wear renders them—sources of emotions even away from the body. Often it
is our own garments or those of loved ones which
have the greatest affects. However, garments remain powerful even when their provenance is unknown to us – an affect located both in projection
and the dissonance of unknowing.How then does
one understand the idea of a garment as a site of
emotion, not in the context of the familiar but when
its original meanings have gone from it. Garments
in archives are both containers and producers of
emotion—an affect which in part stems from the
bodies that once resided within them, but also from
the multiple meaning that they acquire through use
storage, preservation and display. Equally, archives
themselves, both as spaces and taxonomic systems
are emotional objects—constructed to induce and
retain certain feelings. So that the dress archive is
a space of emotion containment—a space in which
different and at times, conflicting emotions reside.

